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Greetings to all our Family.  
 
Immigration, as most of you who know history know, is not normal at all. 
Immigration follows wars, famines or impoverishment. Nobody quite immigrates 
because they really desire to do this, but because they are forced by external 
reasons to do so. Traveling is completely unrelated to this. Most if not all people 
have fun and enjoy travelling, which is definitely healthy and sane. After all, we 
Gentiles like to see what our comrades have created, don't we?  
 
The enemy does this on purpose, to destroy healthy nations, infect those who 
are doing well, and in the end, destroy the immigrants in most cases. The most 
blatant example is the African continent. The enemy, who did the Black Slave 
trade, they went in. They made their torturous industry and anything else, 
drowned all Blacks in impoverishment and then, they made them to migrate 
forced and as slaves. Still people living there nowadays are living fucked up, 
because the jews wanted "diamonds", "furs", "slaves" and the "oil" market.  
 
Nicola Tesla was indirectly murdered, while he could have solved all the world’s 
energy problem, with free and easy solutions. But the jews must do anything to 
expand profit. The jews call money "relationships". It’s like taking energy 
parasitically from a relationship to them. The jews are parasites and aliens, so to 
them, making "wealth" is not about enjoyment, even if they project this to you. In 
the far back of the mind it's simply empowering their own parasitic race, gaining 
more power over unspiritual Gentiles and the list goes on and on. They will do 
anything for this, and history has proven, they stop nowhere.  
 
In the present you all see how immigrants are being used as a vicious weapon 
against Europe and other places of the World. These people live in horrific 
conditions, as the enemy enforced Pisslam and anything to these people to keep 
them low physically and spiritually. These people once did built Babylon, they 
were masters in meditations, advanced and preserved sciences and so forth. 
They are not "fucked" up at all, as many fools state. They are commendable 
Races and peoples, who have built a paradise of themselves. The enemy 
attacked them ruthlessly and destroyed them, to put them in the list with the other 
Races they have made extinct. Given they are mostly "over" with them, they are 
using them to attack others.  
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The same is done to fellow black people. The enemy is using Gentiles against 
Gentiles and manipulates from all sides. Your Earth should belong to you. 
Obviously, there are evident "spaces" where each race and each nationality 
should live on Earth. This was once the case. Now, the enemy malformed 
everything and fucked up everything. The thought that "your soil is not your 
nation" is a jewish idea, coming from the Frankfurt school of thought. The jews 
basically project what they have in their own mind. They are, as Hitler stated, a 
rootless clique of hyenas, that simply move everywhere and devour their 
enemies. They go to a rich and good place, use this place as a host, drain 
everything, then at the late stages, they make sure this whole place is destroyed, 
and they leave to the next place. This is all around how they act and it’s in the 
bible. Those of you in the Races that are attacked right now, White, Black, 
Chinese, Arab, whomever- prepare to take the lead of your Races. You know 
most, you are the most spiritually advanced, you are the prominent paradigm for 
your people.  
 
How "Abraham" goes to the best cities of the Ancient World, in Edom, Egypt etc., 
then these are smote down by "God", when "Abraham" stole all he had to steal 
and seized what he needed. Then, the story goes and goes with the same, until 
the kikes are established somewhere and this state acts as a shield for all their 
parasitic actions. When they succeed, they completely take over or leave if they 
can't take over, or they are unwilling. This phase nowadays is named 
"Communism".  
 
The jews work in a very obvious way. First, they write some nonsense it's 
supposedly the word of "god". This is a recipe for world domination by the kikes. 
Then, they use the spiritual means to enforce this thing. Then, they program the 
minds of people, through all sorts of manipulations, to open to this. They inject 
the images and this "future" into their minds. They then prepare and when they 
are ready, they materialize and execute what they said would "happen" in the 
word of "god". The unsuspecting victim knows nothing and they think it’s an "act 
of god". They repeat this with everything until they are reaching the final stage: 
Jewish World Domination and Order. Which is Communism and implies every 
Gentile will either be enslaved or die.  
 
I will add more when I have the time, but for now, USE your mind. DO NOT let 
some kike on the sky think for you, as the rest of the asleep Gentiles who they 
call "Goyim" [Animals in Hebrew]. You are a Son/Daughter of the Gods, for fuck's 
sake. Wake the fuck up! 
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